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Deep neural networks and deep learning have achieved great 
success in many signal and image processing applications, 
especially those with large-scale annotated training data 

for supervised learning. Although in principle deep-learning 
methods can be applied to boost the performance of processing 
materials-science images, i.e., microscopic images that cap-
ture important microstructures of various material samples, 
many priors and requirements in materials science must be 
considered to maximize performance gains. In this article, we 
focus on the important problem of detecting objects of interest 
from microscopic materials-science images and introduce dif-
ferent approaches to incorporate several such priors, including 
object shape, symmetry, and 3D consistency, into deep learn-
ing to tackle this problem. In particular, we explore the use of 
these three priors to enable network training with fewer data 
annotations, which is highly desired in materials science. This 
tutorial-style article will summarize contributions in the lit-
erature as well as our current research achievements, and we 
hope it can provide an initial insight to new researchers who 
are interested in using deep learning for materials-science im-
age processing.

Introduction
Materials science is a comprehensive discipline, involving 
metallurgy, chemistry, physics, mechanics, and many other 
subfields. It has a common objective to control the behav-
ior of substances and a general scientific approach toward 
achieving that objective. In materials science, the properties 
of materials are usually determined by the underlying mi-
crostructure [1]. Accurate and robust measurement and mod-
eling of the microstructure can assist material scientists to 
design new materials with better properties for various civil 
and military applications.

To characterize the underlying material microstructure, 
historically, much attention has been directed toward various 
modalities of microscopy. Material scientists often continu-
ously cross section the 3D material sample for a sequence 
of high-resolution, 2D microscopic images. The material 
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microstructure can be estimated by detecting and tracking 
important materials-science objects along such 2D microscop-
ic image sequences [2]. Traditionally, material scientists manu-
ally annotate large-scale objects on each 2D slice and associate 
them between neighboring slices to achieve this goal. Howev-
er, such manual annotations are usually very time-consuming, 
and require extensive labor costs and corresponding expertise. 
This significantly hinders material scientists to effectively 
analyze physical properties of materials and design/develop 
new materials.

Although noninvasive X-ray computed tomography (CT) 
can also be applied to capture the 3D microstructure of many 
materials [3]–[6], it has several limitations, including depen-
dence on specific CT reconstruction algorithms, low image 
contrast for certain materials (e.g., ceramics and metals) [3], 
[4], small material-sample size [4], and strong image noise. 
Therefore, this article is focused on high-quality, 2D micro-
scopic image sequences obtained by the consecutive cross-
sectioning and microscopy imaging of material samples.

Recently, deep learning based on convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) has significantly boosted object-detection per-
formance in natural images, e.g., those in ImageNet [7]. Many 
efforts have been made to transfer this success to materials-sci-
ence images by using CNNs to detect important microstructure 
[8], [9]. However, compared to natural images, microstructure 
in materials science follows many known mathematical and 
physical models, and thereby, its appearance usually exhibits 
certain priors, such as symmetry or a special shape. By using 
deep learning to handle such materials-science images, we may 
need to further consider these priors to maximize the perfor-
mance of object detection. In addition, deep learning methods 
heavily depend on a large amount of manually labeled train-
ing data for robust supervised learning, but this large amount 
is not always available in materials-science applications due 
to the expense of microscopic data production—dense cross-
sectioning needs special equipment—and the labor costs and 
expertise needed in manual annotation.

Given a materials-science image sequence, we can either 
1) detect the 2D cross section of objects on each slice and
then combine the detections on all slices to reconstruct the
3D objects or 2) take all the slices into a 3D volume of data
and detect the 3D objects directly [5], [6]. In practice, with 3D
volumetric data as input, 3D deep learning-based object detec-
tion can be highly computational and memory intensive, not
to mention the increased difficulty and complexity in model-
ing and incorporating various priors. Therefore, in this article,
we focus on 2D deep learning-based object detection on each
slice, followed by object tracking to connect 2D objects into
3D objects.

The main objective of this article is to survey and present 
a tutorial on state-of-the-art, deep learning-based techniques 
that combine materials-science priors to improve object detec-
tion on cross-sectioned image slices. Meanwhile, we show that 
the consideration of these priors actually poses additional con-
straints in CNN training, which may also significantly reduce 
the required number of data annotations. More specifically, we 

discuss the following three common materials-science priors 
and incorporate them into deep learning-based object detec-
tion in this article.
1)  Shape: Many objects in the microstructure show specific

shapes that can be described by several parameters. In this
article, we use fiber detection as an example where the cross
section of a fiber always bears an elliptical shape. This shape
prior can be used to synthesize large-scale data for network
training as well as designing parameter-regression CNNs for 
more accurate detection.

2)  Symmetry: Many objects in materials science exhibit certain
rotation/reflection symmetries. In this article, we use den-
drite-core detection as an example where the cross section
of the dendrite structure has fourfold rotation symmetry, i.e.,
invariant when rotated by 90, 180, and 270°. The symmetry
prior can be used in data augmentation and network design
for enhancing model training.

3)  3D consistency: Object detection along a series of 2D micro-
scopic cross sections usually shows high between-slice spa-
tial consistency. In this article, we use fiber detection as an
example where 3D consistency prior can be used to assess
the reliability of the detected objects on each slice, which
can be further employed to refine network training, leading
to not only fiber detection on 2D slices but also 3D fiber
tracking across slices.
For these three materials-science priors, we discuss not

only possible approaches to effectively incorporate them into 
deep learning-based network design/training, but also their 
capability to enable network training with fewer annotations. 

Images of fiber-reinforced composite materials 
and nickel-based superalloys
In this article, we use the microscopic images of two kinds of 
widely used materials, i.e., fiber-reinforced composite (FRC) 
materials and nickel (Ni)-based superalloys, as examples to 
elaborate on the proposed methods. In this section, we briefly 
introduce the background of these two kinds of materials and 
the problem of object detection on their images.

Continuous FRC materials have been playing a very impor-
tant role in modern industry because their strength and stiff-
ness are far better than those of traditional materials. FRC 
materials are specifically designed for increased strength and 
stiffness in the direction of the primary reinforcement. This 
allows designers to uniquely tailor these materials such that the 
reinforcement is purposely aligned in the directions subject 
to the highest loads according to the particular application/
design of interest. Additionally, by tailoring the directionali-
ty of the strong response, designers can reduce the amount of 
material required to meet the design objectives, which pro-
vides significant material and weight savings. These supe-
rior properties of FRC materials are largely dependent on 
the microstructure of the reinforced fibers. However, various 
issues can arise in the processing of FRC, including fiber 
misalignment, fiber spreading/compaction, and the forma-
tion of interfiber defects in the matrix. Therefore, accurate-
ly detecting all the fibers on each slice and tracking all the 
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fibers along the cross-sectioned sequences are the main goal 
of object detection for FRC materials. In this article, we use 
fiber detection on FRC material images to study the incorpo-
ration of shape and 3D consistency priors.

An Ni-based superalloy is the most widely used material 
in turbine engines and blades because of its high strength and 
long fatigue life, combined with good resistance to oxida-
tion and corrosion at high temperature. An Ni-based superal-
loy is the material of choice for the hottest 
engine components required to operate 
above 800 °C [10]. An Ni-based superalloy 
is always with dendrite structures during the 
fast cooling process, and dendrite structures 
show strong symmetry features in micro-
scopic images, which is a direct result of the 
thermodynamics of the surface tension of 
the segregating phases during the solidifi-
cation process. In fact, the fourfold rotation symmetry of the 
statistical distribution of the dendrite structures of Ni-based 
superalloys used in this article is a direct consequence of the 
Curie principle [11]. In this article, we use the dendrite-core 
detection on Ni-based superalloy images to study the incorpo-
ration of the symmetry prior.

The detection and tracking of the fibers or dendrite struc-
tures are critical to understanding the material response 
and influence of processing defects on the response. For 
example, in the ceramic matrix composite S200, there are a 
variety of defects that are hypothesized to be directly related 
to the arrangement and packing of the local fibers. It is cru-
cial to characterize the local fiber packing and orientation 
to back out correlations between the defects in the matrix 
around the fibers and the arrangement and packing of the 
fibers themselves.

Deep learning-based object detection
The current state-of-the-art, general-purpose object detectors 
are CNN-based networks, including one-stage detectors, e.g., 
single-shot multibox detector (SSD) [12], and two-stage detec-
tors, e.g., fast region-based (R)-CNN [13] and Faster R-CNN 
[14]. Faster R-CNN is arguably the most popular two stage ob-
ject detector; the first stage identifies and generates region-of-
interest (RoI) proposals, and the second stage assigns category 
probabilities and refines the localization for RoIs. On the other 
hand, as a representative of one-stage detection frameworks, 
SSD can directly regress and classify anchors [12] on the whole 

image. Although one-stage detectors tend to be more efficient 
without RoI training, two-stage ones are often viewed as more 
flexible and accurate. In this article, we mainly use Faster 
R-CNN as the baseline and in this section, we briefly intro-
duce the framework of Faster R-CNN.

The utility of CNNs for object detection was better estab-
lished by a series of R-CNNs [13]–[15], where “R” stands for 
regions. R-CNN [15] performs detection on 2,000 region pro-

posals, while a faster version of R-CNN, 
Fast R-CNN [13], operates classification 
and regression directly on the whole image. 
Built on Fast R-CNN, Ren et al. [14] pro-
posed a faster version in which a novel 
region proposal network (RPN) shares the 
convolutional layers with Fast R-CNN to 
improve the computation efficiency.

The pipeline of Faster R-CNN algo-
rithm is shown in Figure 1. Under Faster R-CNN, an input 
image is first fed to a backbone network, e.g., VGG-16 [16], 
for feature extraction to generate feature maps. Follow-
ing that, RPN aims to generate region proposals (RPs), i.e., 
regions in the image that could potentially contain objects of 
interest, from a series of predefined anchors on the feature 
maps. As predefined anchors are extracted in a pixel-wise 
way, most of the RPs are quite redundant due to their over-
lapping with each other. Hence, RPs will go through non-
maximum suppression [14] to filter out the redundant ones 
according to their classification scores. The RPs with higher 
classification scores will be kept and fed into subsequent sub-
networks. They will first go through an RoI pooling layer, 
which transforms all the RPs’ sizes to a predefined, fixed 
one. Fixed-size feature maps are then fed into two fully con-
nected layers (FCs): one (classification-fully connected lay-
ers) predicts the category probabilities for each object, and 
the other one (regression-fully connected layers) estimates 
the offset values of the target localization of an object cor-
responding to the RP. For the inference phase, the output of 
Faster R-CNN is a bounding box for each object as well as the 
corresponding category label and confidence. The bounding 
box has four parameters, [ , , , ],x y w h  where (x, y) denotes the 
center location, and w and h are the width and height of the 
bounding box, respectively.

To evaluate object-detection performance, we calculate the 
precision, recall, and mean average precision (mAP) metrics 
[14], all of which are widely used. There are three steps for 

Input Image
Feature Map Rol Feature MapRols

RPN NMS FCs
Cls-FC

Reg-FC

Rol Pooling
Layer

CNN Feature
Extractor

FIGURE 1. An illustration of Faster R-CNN framework [14]. NMS: nonmaximum suppression; FCs: fully connected layers; Cls-FC: classification-fully con-
nected layers; Reg-FC: regression-fully connected layers. 

Recently, deep learning 
based on CNNs has 
significantly boosted object-
detection performance in 
natural images, e.g., those 
in ImageNet.
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determining mAP: 1) Compute a precision/recall based on the 
prediction result of inference against the ground truth. A pre-
diction is viewed as a true positive when the predicted category 
is the same as that of the ground truth and the intersection over 
union between the predicted and ground-truth bounding boxes 
is more than 0.5. 2) Calculate the AP as the area under the 
updated precision/recall curve by numerical integration [14]. 
3) Average the AP among all classes as the mAP.

Shape prior
Many microstructures in microscopic images bear specific 
shapes that can be formulated to some geometric parameters, 
which can be very useful for analyzing the microstructure 
property. In this section, we use fiber de-
tection in FRC materials as an example to 
study the incorporation of shape prior into 
deep learning-based object detection.

As mentioned previously, in micro-
scopic FRC material images, large-scale, 
3D (curved) cylindrical structures of 
fibers are the main objects of interest. 
As depicted in Figure 2, the shape fibers 
bear, when the cross section of such a cylinder happens 
across nonperpendicular sectioning planes, approximately 
an ellipse, instead of a perfect circle. The location, shape, 
and orientation angle of these elliptical regions are all of 
great importance to further infer the underlying 3D cylinder 
structures, e.g., the direction of the cylinder. Different from 
general object detection, elliptical fiber detection intends to 
estimate all five key parameters [ , , , , ],x y R r i  where (x, y) 
denotes the center location of the ellipse; R and r are the 
semimajor and semiminor axes, respectively; and θ is the 
orientation angle, i.e., the angle between the major and hori-
zontal axes.

In microscopic FRC images, elliptical fiber detection can 
be quite challenging due to geometry variations, such as sizes, 
aspect ratios, orientations, distributions, and so on. Traditional 
ellipse-detection methods based on handcrafted features may 
be sensitive to these variations [2], [17]. On the other hand, 
CNN-based deep learning methods have two drawbacks, 
which prevent their direct application to large-scale elliptical 
fiber detection: 1) These CNN-based methods mainly detect 
each object in the format of bounding box [14], [12], [8] instead 
of the desired five key parameters of the ellipse. 2) CNN-based 
methods generally need to take a large amount of manually 
annotated data for network training. Manually annotating the 
five key parameters for large-scale elliptical fibers on FRC 
material images can be very time-consuming.

In this section, we review the following two approaches of 
incorporating the shape prior with Faster R-CNN to achieve 
elliptical fiber detection:
1)  The shape prior of elliptical fibers shares the same param-

eters with oriented bounding box predicted by current deep
learning-based oriented object detection. We can directly
apply state-of-the-art oriented-object detection algorithms
for elliptical fiber detection.

2)  We can adapt Faster R-CNN to directly regress the five
parameters of elliptical fibers. For a lack of training data
with labeled ground-truth ellipse parameters, the shape
prior of fibers could be used to generate synthetic data for a
semisupervised model training.

Shape-aware-oriented fiber detection
General object-detection algorithms detect the object by lo-
calizing it with a tight bounding box with four sides parallel 
to the image’s sides and classifying it with a confidence. For 
example, R-CNN-based detection frameworks initially utilize 
a horizontal RoI (HRoI) to locate an object and then refine 
the localization. However, there is a misalignment if we use 

an HRoI to locate an oriented object. For 
example, an HRoI does not reflect all the 
ellipse’s five key parameters because the 
orientation information of the object is 
missed. Recently, oriented object-detection 
tasks have attracted much attention in many 
applications, such as aerial object detection 
and scene text-detection tasks.

By intuition, oriented bounding box will 
give a more accurate location of objects. The current oriented 
object-detection methods are devoted to improving perfor-
mance from two perspectives: object representation [18], [19] 
and feature representation [20]. Rotated RoI (RRoI)-based 
methods, e.g., rotated anchor-based Rotation RPN [18] and RoI 
transformer [19], improve object representation and avoid the 
misalignment problem of HRoIs. Specifically, the RRoI-based 
methods used for oriented object detection generally employ 
RRoI warping rather than HRoI warping to accomplish fea-
ture extraction and localization regression. RoI transformer 
[19] proposes a learning-based transformation to obtain RRoIs
from HRoIs rather than directly defining a series of rotated
anchors [18] to improve efficiency. Different from object rep-
resentation improvement, a dynamic refinement network [20]
performs oriented object detection with dynamic feature selec-
tion and refinement.

Due to the shape prior of fibers, we can directly utilize ori-
ented object-detection algorithms to infer fiber shape infor-
mation. As shown in Figure 3, horizontal bounding-box over 
the ellipse is what the general object detector outputs, and 
oriented bounding-box over the ellipse (OBE) is the output 
of oriented object-detection algorithm. It is obvious that an 

FIGURE 2. Elliptical fiber detection in FRC materials using shape-prior-
based Faster R-CNN [14]. (a) A clear image and (b) degraded image. 

(a) (b)

Although one-stage 
detectors tend to be more 
efficient without RoI training, 
two-stage ones are often 
viewed as more flexible  
and accurate.
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ellipse, denoted by [ , , , , ],x y R r i  shares the same parameters 
with its corresponding OBE, denoted by [ , , / , / , ],x y w h2 2 i  
where (x, y) denotes the center location, w and h are the width 
and height, respectively, θ is the orientation angle; i.e., the 
angle between the long side of the OBE and the horizontal 
axis. Here we introduce the rotated anchor-based Rotation 
RPN [18] and RoI transformer [19] to perform elliptical fiber 
detection. The latter proposes a learning-based transforma-
tion from HRoIs to RRoIs, then warps region features learned 
from RRoIs for regression. RRoI warping is achieved by a 
rotated, position-sensitive, RoI-aligned operation. 

Shape-aware semisupervised learning 
for elliptical fiber detection
To solve the problem of a lack of training data with labeled 
ground truth, we can use a semisupervised learning method, 
making full use of synthetic data generation and image-to-im-
age, translation-based domain adaption. This way, for elliptical 

fiber detection, we need only a few or even no manually anno-
tated elliptical parameters on real FRC images.

Synthetic data generation
We use the shape prior as our guide to simulate synthetic 
fibers. Specifically, we learn the prior distribution of fibers’ 
major axis, minor axis, angle, and region intensity by fit-
ting a Gaussian distribution for each parameter from 200 
annotated real fibers. We then randomly generate synthetic 
fibers on a background image to construct large-scale syn-
thetic fiber images. For experiments, a set of 300 synthetic 
images with nearly 500 ellipses on each image is generated, 
whose ground truth of the five key ellipse parameters is kept 
during the generation. One synthetic ellipse image and a 
real FRC image are displayed in Figure 4. The synthetic 
data act as the training data for the supervised learning of 
the CNNs.

Image-to-image, translation-based domain adaptation
The image-style difference between the synthetic and real data 
will hurt the deep learning model’s performance, which can 
be relieved by image-to-image translation. We introduce the 
CycleGAN [21] to transfer a synthetic-style image to a real-
style one in an unpaired way. CycleGAN includes two genera-
tors and two adversarial discriminators. The goal of the former 
is to fool the discriminator by generating a fake image from 
an input image of the source domain, while the discrimina-
tor attempts to distinguish the fake image from real images in 
the target domain. To train the CylceGAN model, we use the 
synthetic ellipse set, which consists of 300 images with ground 
truth as the source domain and 270 real-fiber images as the 
target domain for image translation. Subsequently, we generate 
real-style images from the synthetic ellipse set by the trained 
CycleGAN model while keeping the ground truth, as shown 
in Figure 4.

Ellipse-parameters regression
Different from current object detection, elliptical fiber detec-
tion aims to estimate the five key parameters, [ , , , , ],x y R r* * * * *i  
for each elliptical fiber. Here we directly regress the five key 

Y

X

θ*

Or Oe

O

Rol HBE

OBE

FIGURE 3. An illustration of RoI-ellipse learning. Or and Oe are the centers 
of RoI and oriented bounding-box over the ellipse (OBE), respectively. 
HBE: horizontal bounding-box over the ellipse.
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FIGURE 4. An illustration of the image translation based on CycleGAN [21] from source domain S (synthetic ellipse images) to target domain T (real FRC images).
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parameters through an FC of Faster R-CNN [14] to achieve 
elliptical fiber detection by adding one more angle-parame-
ter regression. 

Eventually, we utilize the translated synthetic fiber data 
to train the deep learning-based elliptical fiber detector. We 
also fine-tune that trained model on a small, real-fiber data set 
consisting of nine manually annotated FRC images. We test 
the other real-fiber data set of nine images for evaluation. We 
employ an ellipse-level [22] evaluation with precision, recall, 
and F-measure evaluation metrics. 

Results and discussion
We compare our aster R CNNF - Syn CycleGAN Fine tune+ + -  method 
with expectation-maximization/maximization of the poste-
rior marginals (EMMPMH), Faster R-CNN [14], Rotation 
RPN [18], RoI transformer [19], and aster R CNNF - Syn Fine tune+ -  
(see Table 1). Faster R-CNN, Rotation RPN, and RoI trans-
former are trained on the real data set of nine fiber images, 

aster R CNNF - Syn Fine tune+ -  first trains on the synthetic ellipse 
image set without image translation and fine-tunes the real 
data set of nine fiber images. It shows that a standard Fast-
er R-CNN outperforms EMMPMH in all of the evaluation 
metrics due to higher feature representation ability. Similar 
to Rotation RPN, RoI transformer achieves high-detection  
precision (98.5%) but without very good recall (95.49%) be-
cause it equips with good object representation by an RRoI 
but might suffer from an overfitting problem for a small 
training data set. Utilizing synthetic data as ad-
ditional training data, the detection performance 
boosts from 93.81 to 96.28% in terms of the F-
measure, with increasing precision and recall of 

aster R CNNF - Syn Fine tune+ -  over a Faster R-CNN. 
Image translation reduces the domain shift be-
tween the synthetic and real data, so the detec-
tion F-measure is further improved to the best 
percentage (97.04). To that end, shape prior-based 
data synthesis can effectively reduce the manual 
annotation workload.

Symmetry prior
Many objects in materials science exhibit certain rotation/re-
flection symmetries, which is very important for microstruc-
ture characterization. The importance of such a symmetry 
property of microstructure is underestimated. It is critical to 
incorporate the knowledge of naturally occurring symmetries 
into the design of deep learning algorithms to achieve their 
full potential. In this article, we use dendrite-core detection 
as an example where the cross section of the dendrite struc-
ture has fourfold rotation symmetry [23], i.e., invariant when 
rotated by 90, 180, and 270° to explain the usefulness of such 
a symmetry prior.

As illustrated in Figure 5, it is essential to accurately and 
rapidly detect the locations of the cores of large-scale dendrites 
on 2D-sectioned microscopic images of Ni-based superalloys 
for the purpose of measuring the microstructure of turbine 
blades. Several complexities, as depicted in Figure 5, pose 
great challenges to dendrite-core detection: 1) It turns out that 
the dendrite cores are usually of large scale and high spatial 
density, as shown in Figure 5(b). 2) The foreground (dendritic 
microstructure) and background are difficult to distinguish 
due to their irregular appearance and diffused boundaries, as 
shown in Figure 5(c). 3) The shape of the cross-sectioned den-
drite microstructures are complex and nonconvex. The near-
by dendrite microstructures may show large spatial overlap 
between each other if represented by their bounding boxes, as 
illustrated in Figure 5(d); 4) The dendrite cores near the edge 

Table 1. The results of elliptical fiber detection in terms of ellipse-level evaluation. 

Method F-Measure (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)
EMMPMH [17], [2] 92.47 93.98 91.01 
Faster R-CNN [14] 93.81 95.15 92.52 
Rotation RPN [18] 96.55 97.95 95.19 
RoI transformer [19] 96.97 98.5 95.49 
Faster R-CNNSyn+Fine−tune 96.28 97.1 95.49 
Faster R-CNNSyn+CycleGAN+Fine−tune 97.04 96.56 97.53 

Bold indicates the best performance in each column of the table.

5 mm 100 µm

100 µm100 µm

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

FIGURE 5. An illustration of the microstructure of a cross-sectional crystal Ni-based superalloy turbine blade [9]. (a) The cross section of a turbine blade. 
(b) The layout of dendrite cores. (c) A single dendrite core. (d) The overlap of neighboring dendrite structures. (e) A dendrite core near the edge of the
material sample. 
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of the material sample pose further difficulty for the detection 
task due to incomplete contextual image information, as shown 
in Figure 5(e).

Figure 6 shows that the microstructure of a Ni-based 
superalloy material sample has near-fourfold rotation sym-
metry [23], which is a specific materials-science prior and 
may contribute to dendrite-core detection. We trained both 
Faster R-CNN [14] and SSD [12], two well-known deep 
learning-based object detectors without considering any 
priors, to detect the locations of the dendrite cores. By 
assuming a fixed-size bounding box of 200 × 200 pixels, we 
obtain a roughly 86% mAP performance when trained on 
sufficient annotated data. However, a large amount of train-
ing data with labeled ground truth is particularly not avail-
able in this task because 1) the acquisition of large-scale 
image data in materials science is usually expensive and 2) 
manually annotating the ground truth is very labor intensive 
due to the diffusion boundary of a dendrite microstructure. 
Training a deep learning-based object detector with limited 
training data using ground truth is particularly important 
for this task.

In this section, we describe two approaches to further 
incorporate the symmetry prior into Faster R-CNN for den-
drite-core detection. 
1)  Symmetry-based data augmentation [9] can be used to sig-

nificantly increase the number of training data.
2)  Symmetry-sensitive, steerable, filter-based CNNs [24] can

be applied to detect symmetry features in the convolution
filtering of CNNs.

Fourfold, symmetry-based data augmentation
Data augmentation is an effective way to increase the amount 
of training data by utilizing only the existing information and 
improve the learning representation ability of CNN models 
[7], [16]. A typical data-augmentation technique mainly in-
volves certain image transformations, e.g., random cropping 
[7], horizontal/vertical flipping [16], resizing, translation, ro-
tation, and adding noises. For example, horizontal flipping 
randomly flips the original image in the horizontal direction, 
with the ground-truth detection flipped as well. Data augmen-

tation can construct more training data without any further 
manual annotations.

For a dendrite microstructure, we can augment the train-
ing data by taking advantage of the known symmetry prior. 
We refer to this strategy as fourfold, symmetry-based data 
augmentation, denoted by .DA F4  Specifically, we rotate 
each image in the training data set by 90, 180, and 270°, 
and the ground-truth, dendrite-core locations and bounding 
boxes of all the dendrite structures are also rotated accord-
ingly. In this way, the number of training data is increased by 
a factor of four without introducing any more manual annota-
tions. Different from the general data-augmentation strategy 
of random rotation, we utilize the fourfold symmetry prop-
erty, the prior of the dendrite microstructure, as the guide for 
data augmentation.

Symmetry convolution
Correlation convolution layers make CNNs translation equiv-
ariant, i.e., when the input image is translated, the same trans-
lation happens for the output of a convolution layer. However, 
the rotation transform is not equivariant through correlation 
convolutions, i.e., when the input image is rotated, the output 
is usually not rotated accordingly. A widely accepted practice 
used to cope with this problem is to train CNNs with aggres-
sive data augmentation. Nevertheless, it is computation costly 
and cannot exactly solve the poor-generalization ability in 
the feature space. Group theory [25] and harmonic analysis 
[26] make it feasible to model local equivariance directly.
For example, the equivariant CNN [24], based on harmonic
analysis, defines a basis of equivariant functions and param-
eterizes convolutional kernels in that basis. Such kernels can
construct networks that are exactly equivariant in the con-
tinuous domain.

For dendrite-core detection, we incorporate equivariant 
convolutions [24] into Faster R-CNN by reimplementing all 
layers of the backbone with rotation-equivariant layers. We 
denote the new network as E-Faster R-CNN, which is equiv-
ariant to the discrete group ( , ) ,C R N

2 H+  i.e., all translations 
and N discrete rotations [24]. Compared to standard Fast-
er R-CNN, E-Faster R-CNN has two advantages: 1) Higher 

Original Image 90° Rotation 180° Rotation 270° Rotation
(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 6. An illustration of fourfold, symmetry-based data augmentation [9]. (a)–(d) are an original dendrite structure and its rotated versions by 90, 180, 
and 270°, respectively. The red dots indicate the ground-truth locations of dendrite cores. 
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convolutional weight sharing. A basis of convolution filters are 
shared across different layers, and the model size is reduced 
significantly. 2) Enriched orientation information. For an input 
image with a fixed orientation, E-Faster R-CNN can extract 
accurate orientation information by a linear combination of 
a set of filter basis. A dendrite microstructure presents four-
fold rotation symmetry and reflection symmetry, known as 
the dihedral group D4 [24]. The fourfold rotation symmetry 
is referred to as the cyclic group C4. We run E-Faster R-CNN 
with D4 and C4 for dendrite detection as comparison experi-
ments, and the result is presented in Table 2. The input size 
of the image is 1,000 × 1,000 pixels, and the testing data set 
consists of 60 images. 

Results and discussion
As shown in Table 2, when the number of training samples 
are the same, the DA F4  strategy boosts detection performance, 
e.g., Faster R-CNN with DA F4  trained with 20 images outper-
forms the one without DA F4  trained with 80 images by ap-
proximately 4% in terms of mAP. Data augmentation renders a 
CNN model to see each sample in the training data from vari-
ous perspectives and thus enriches feature representation. We 
can see more performance gains when the number of training 
data increases, e.g., Faster R-CNN with DA F4  trained with 50 
images outperforms the one trained with 20 images by roughly 
10% in terms of mAP. Taking symmetry filters into account, 
E-Faster R-CNN with D4 outperforms the one with C4 by
0.3% in terms of mAP. This is because a dendritic structure
presents not only fourfold rotation symmetry (i.e., C4) but also 
reflection symmetry (i.e., D4/C4). When taking advantage of 
symmetry-based data augmentation and symmetry-based con-
volution strategies together, we can achieve the best detection 
performance of 90.5% mAP. These results verify that materi-
als-science priors could boost the feature representation ability 
of CNN-based detectors and free people from manual annota-
tion, which we believe is important when exploring materials-
science applications with CNNs.

3D consistency prior
A cross-sectioned 2D microscopic image sequence from a 3D 
material sample usually shows interslice spatial consistency. 
Taking FRC images as an example, when one fiber on the slice 
i is missed by an object detector, the tracking trajectory of that 
fiber on previous slices , , i1 1f -  could provide a hint for its 
location on the slice i or even the next several slices. Such 3D 
consistency is closely similar to spatiotemporal consistency in 
videos: example applications include video-object proposals, 
object-instance search in videos, video-object segmentation, 
and so on.

Some deep learning research [26] shows that a CNN-based 
framework could jointly carry out object detection and track-
ing in a unified framework. However, it is the regular super-
vised learning-based methods that require extensive labeled 
annotations for training deep learning models, which are 
usually not available in materials-science applications. The 
3D consistency prior could help detect and track large-scale 

objects in a microscopic image sequence with few or even no 
human annotations [8], [27]. In this section, we introduce the 
following two approaches, which are used to incorporate the 
3D consistency prior for fiber detection in FRC images:
1) weakly supervised fiber detection with 3D consistency
2) multifiber tracking with 3D consistency.

Weakly supervised fiber detection with 3D consistency
Usually, we can automatically generate an imperfect, initial-
ized detection of objects by some weak object detectors based 
on the shape and size of such objects. Then, the initial detec-
tion results can be utilized as pseudo ground truth (weak su-
pervision) to train deep networks. However, the trained deep 
network might well detect the fibers in easy (clear) regions 
but still fail to detect the fibers in hard (degraded or blurred) 
regions as the unreliable, pseudo ground truth may not ren-
der the deep network to learn rich feature representation 
sufficient to cover hard cases of training data. Therefore, a 
robust deep network that can cope with both easy and hard 
examples is indispensable. Recent work [8] shows that the 
3D consistency prior could be used to design an easy-to-hard 
learning method for weakly supervised object detection, as 
shown in Figure 7.

In this framework, the 3D consistency prior is described 
as the spatiotemporal consistency of fiber moving along the 
image sequence. Because there is little interfiber occlusion 
and few splits/merges in FRC materials, the spatiotemporal 
consistency in object tracking by the Kalman filter [8] is used 
to refine the pseudo ground truth (reducing false-positive and 
false-negative detection errors). The refined pseudo ground 
truth with more complex examples would train a better deep 
network in the next iteration. The enhanced deep network 
would generate better fiber detection to boost fiber track-
ing, and better fiber tracking would further refine the pseudo 
ground truth. By running them alternately and iteratively, the 
deep learning-based fiber detector and Kalman filter-based 
tracking model can help each other. The spatiotemporal analy-
sis is displayed in Figure 8. It learns a robust object detector 
starting from simple examples and then keeps adding more 
complex examples for network training for several iterations. 
The current-iteration detection has false-positive and false-neg-
ative errors, which are complex examples. The spatiotemporal 

Table 2. The results in terms of mAP for dendrite-core detection.

Method DA4F C4 D4

Number of 
Training Images mAP (%)

— — — — 80 73.43 
— ✓ — — 20 77.5
Faster R-CNN 
[14] 

— — — 200 86.24 

— ✓ — — 50 87.72 
— ✓ — — 200 88.76 
— — ✓ — 200 89.8 
E-Faster R-CNN
[14], [24]

— — ✓ 200 90.1 

— ✓ — ✓ 200 90.5 
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FIGURE 8. The spatiotemporal analysis [8] in fiber tracking: (a) Making up for false-negative detections by predictions (added), (b) tracking birth by a true-
positive detection (saved), (c) tracking birth and death by a false-positive detection (removed), and (d) fiber detection performance by [8] of iterations 
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analysis could remove false-positive errors by pruning detec-
tions with poor spatiotemporal consistency and also make up 
for false-negative errors to add more complex samples. Similar 
to curriculum learning [28], this easy-to-hard learning method 
improves detection performance by iteratively including the 3D 
consistency prior in deep learning.

Multifiber tracking with 3D consistency
Given the detection results of multiple fibers in each image 
of an image sequence, classical methods like Kalman Fil-
ter could be used to track each fiber’s trajectory through the 
image sequence [27], and they are usually referred to as the 
tracking-by-detection algorithm in computer vision and im-
age processing.

For multifiber tracking through the image sequence, the 
3D consistency prior can be used in two ways. First, the fiber 
location on each slice could be corrected based on the track-
ing trajectory. Specifically, the current trajectory on each 
slice could be corrected to fit the consistency in 3D space 
by linear regression with least squared errors, resulting in an 
optimized tracking trajectory. A previous study [27] shows 
that this 3D consistency prior-based optimization method 
could correct the misalignment error during the materials-
science image data acquisition so as to improve the multifi-
ber tracking performance. Second, after the 3D consistency 
prior is involved, the deep learning model could continu-
ously improve fiber detection, and then the improved fiber 
detection further boosts multifiber tracking performance. 
A previous study [26] has shown that the performance of 
object tracking is highly dependent on the performance of 
object detection.

Results and discussion
As shown in Figure 8(d), the easy-to-hard learning method 
improves detection performance by iteratively including the 
3D consistency prior in deep learning. It improves the de-
tection performance F-measure from 76 to 98.9% when the 
pseudo ground truth is initialized by EdgeBox [29]. This 
experimental result shows that involving the 3D consistency 
prior into deep learning could indeed improve detection per-
formance, even we use some imperfect pseudo ground truth 
to train the deep learning model, which needs few or even no 
human annotations.

The multifiber tracking performance can be enhanced in 
iterations when deep learning detection is improved by the 
3D consistency prior. Using EdgeBox [29] as initialization, 
the multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) tracking per-
formance could be iteratively improved from 41 to 94.6%. 
Using EMMPMH [2], [17] as initialization, the MOTA track-
ing performance could be iteratively improved from 91 to 
99.3% [27]. MOTA is a widely used metric to comprehensive-
ly evaluate multiobject tracking, i.e., ,E E E1 fp fn idsw- - -  
where Efp, Efn, and Eidsw indicate false-positive, false-nega-
tive, and index-switch percentage errors of multifiber track-
ing, respectively. A higher MOTA means a better multifiber 
tracking performance.

Conclusions
This article introduced several issues that need to be considered 
when applying deep learning to materials-science images for 
detecting important objects from their microstructure. Deep 
learning can be applied for materials-science object detection; 
however, most deep learning methods do not consider the ma-
terials-science specialty. On one hand, deep learning requires 
a large number of manually annotated data, which are usually 
unavailable due to high labor costs. On the other hand, mate-
rial samples have many physical priors, such as shape, sym-
metry, and 3D consistency, and these physical priors should 
be incorporated when designing or applying deep learning for 
materials-science tasks.

To address the problem of microstructure characterization 
in materials science, we summarize the key findings and point 
out some future research directions. 1) The lack of data, espe-
cially annotated data, is arguably the most critical and funda-
mental issue in materials science. The shape prior can act as 
a guide for data synthesis to solve this problem directly. By 
combining image-to-image, translation-based domain adapta-
tion, we can achieve a much better performance. 2) Prior-based 
data augmentation can render more training data for improving 
network learning. Symmetry group-based equivariant convo-
lutions can capture the symmetry information directly in the 
feature space. Both strategies can effectively reduce the data 
required for CNN training while achieving a better perfor-
mance. 3) 3D consistency is a critical prior for 3D reconstruc-
tion and can also be used to improve fiber detection by jointly 
performing detection and tracking. Tracking can pick up hard 
examples, which cannot be identified by the detection algo-
rithm. Incorporating such hard examples into training data can 
further improve the detectors.

Although deep learning has been used in general-purpose 
image processing, its application to materials-science is still 
at an early stage. Due to a lack of large-scale, annotated data, 
various kinds of unsupervised, weakly supervised, and semis-
upervised deep learning methods may be particularly useful 
for materials-science image processing, and these methods 
may help explore important domain-specific features other 
than those known priors derived from their mathematical 
and physical models. Most of the material samples have 3D 
microstructures, and 3D deep neural networks and recurrent 
neural networks may be used for their tracking, reconstruc-
tion, and analysis.
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